
After years  of promoting
unreal is tic  body shapes ,
Latam's  plus-s ize  fashion
market is  s lowly evolving.
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Ju Romano

LATIN AMERICA: 
PLUS-SIZE MARKET



In  Brazil , Colombia and Mexico –
countr ies with a traditionally  strong
focus on ideal body image –  the media's
representation of plus-size is slowly
changing, embracing the idea that
being overweight isn 't necessar ily
unhealthy and rejecting the idea that
beauty only comes in  a size eight.

Influencers are becoming more visible
and vocal, challenging the fashion
industry 's narrow wor ldview and
demanding wider  choice and more
inclusivity  for  the plus-size market.

A lthough international and local
retailers are making positive inroads
into the Latin Amer ica plus-size
market there is sti l l  long way to go.

@maclablog

OVERVIEW



With an initial R$300,000 investment, they had
an overwhelming response from their costumers
and grew revenue to R$3,5 billion in 2015 with an
estimated growth of 35% in 2016.

Similarly, Rouge Marie was created in 2013 with
R$ 100,000 of investment, and delivered a YoY
growth of 15%. It launched a physical pop-up
store in mid 2016, so that costumers who were
unsure about online shopping could try on
clothes before they buy them. 

Brands also need to understand that overweight
consumers aren't necessarily unhealthy or
sedentary. Currently, one of the most unexplored
product categories in plus-size is activewear.
Targeting that market, e-commerce retailer
Netshoes has launched its own brand focusing
on activewear for male and female plus-size
consumers. 

Elle Brazil

MARKET: BRAZIL
Since the 80’s Brazil has established a strong
body-focused culture, with a fashion industry that
defined the female shape in very limited terms.
For years, most Brazilian brands and retailers
didn’t produce plus-size clothes or target plus-
size consumers, with some claiming they didn’t
fit the brand’s lifestyle. Until August 2016, only
18% of fashion brands offered sizes bigger than
46 (US 12).

However, with 52.5% of the Brazilian population
currently overweight and social media growing
as an outlet for protest against imposed
standards, brands can no longer ignore this
consumer group.

A recent study by Sebrae revealed that 91.4% of
plus-size consumers feel that sales associates in
stores avoid assisting them. In an effort to
improve the shopping experience, Sylvia
Sendacz and Cristina Horowicz founded e-
commerce outlet Flaminga, reselling more than
50 plus-size brands, including apparel, intimates,
swim and custom-made footwear.



Flaminga“S Y L V I A  S E N D A C Z

"W e a ren 't  o f f erin g clo th es, w e
a re o f f erin g em po w erm en t."

C O - F O U N D E R ,  F L A M I N G A



Bia Gremion

One of the main issues with the apparel industry
in Brazil is that sizing is unregulated, which
impacts plus-size even more. Blogger Glenda
Cardoso, from Curvilineos, campaigns
to standardise plus-size around the country to
improve online consumers' confidence.

Known as "the plus-size Gisele", Fluvia Lacerda
is one of the most requested plus-size models in
the world and has 160k followers on Instagram.
Fluvia designed a special collection for Flaminga
that sold out.

The music industry is also producing vocal
influencers. Rapper MC Carol and singer Gaby
Amarantos are seen as strong voices,
questioning existing attitudes to size. Amaranto's
cover for TPM Magazine read: "I'm not a size four.
So what?”. Singer Anitta hired a group of plus-
size backup dancers for her latest concerts. Other
names to know in the industry include vlogger Ju
Romano, featured on Elle Brasil’s cover early in
2016; and Bia Gremion (size 60), who recently
made her runway debut for rapper Emicida’s
brand, LAB.

INFLUENCERS: BRAZIL

Ju Romano

Fluvia Lacerda Revistatpm



International retailer Forever 21 opened recently
in Colombia, but it doesn’t currently offer the
plus-size line.

In order to stimulate the industry, Bogotá had it's
first Plus-Size Fashion Week in 2015. Although it
has yet to grow, its debut was considered
groundbreaking in its use of regular girls as
models to counter the usual catwalk stereotypes.
The event also ran alongside a trade show
offering "see now, buy now" purchasing.
 

Fat Pandora

MARKET: COLOMBIA
With the fifth highest percentage of plastic
surgery procedures per capita in the world,
Colombia has a history of an idealised body and
beauty culture that can be traced back to the 80s,
when drug lords such as Pablo Escobar ruled the
country and created the curvaceous ‘narco
aesthetic’ for women (wearing clothing two sizes
too small to accentuate contours was common).
Those standards still endure, negatively affecting
body acceptance and the perception of plus-
size apparel.

Despite 52% of the Colombian population being
overweight (which means over 32 million people
need to purchase plus-size clothes), very few
brands have engaged with this market. Those that
do tend to import from the US, so there are few
known and influential plus-size brands,
although local retailers like Pat Primo, New Care
and Chocolate XL are broadening their size offer. 



Fat Pandora

Although the market has yet to significantly
respond, plus-size consumers are starting to
demand more style options. In 2014, fashion critic
and blogger Laura Agudelo (aka
@lapesadademoda), wrote an open letter to
Zara’s founder, Amancio Ortega, asking why the
retailer didn't offer a plus-size line. In the same
year the blogger, who has 91.5k Twitter followers,
spoke at TedxBogotá challenging the market's
refusal to engage with plus-size consumers.

Another influencer to watch is Adriana Convers
(21k Instagram followers), who is Televisa
Colombia's digital fashion editor, a contributor
to Esquire and has a blog, Fat Pandora, where she
documents her daily outfits, showing how trends
can be adapted for different body types,
regardless of weight.

Lastly, 23-year-old model Marcela McCauseland
also blogs about recipes, and fashion and beauty
advice for plus-size woman. She has modelled at
Colombia's Plus-Size Fashion Week and
Barranquila Fashion Week.
 

Laura Agudelo

@maclablog

INFLUENCERS: COLOMBIA



In 2013, Mexico passed the US as the most obese
country in the Americas, ranking
seventh globally. With over 32% of its population
obese, the Mexican government launched a
campaign to raise awareness and encourage
citizens to become healthier.

Due to its geographic proximity to the US,
Mexico’s plus-size market is more developed
compared to other Latam countries. Apart from
international retailers such as Violeta by Mango
and Forever 21 (both have included their plus-size
lines during the last year) and e-commerces
Fashion to Figure and Lane Bryant, local retailers
are also investing more in this consumer group.
Liverpool is selling two exclusive plus-size brands.
Espacio Curvy is a digital magazine and shop
dedicated to plus-size. Mexican clothing group
Trendy Silhouttes have been specialising in
designing and producing plus-size apparel for 14
years, and has created an online exclusive label, I
Love Curvy. It also works with plus-size blogs, La
Fatshionista, Más Medidas and Yo Curvilínea, to
produce weekly editorial content.

Yo Curvilinea

MARKET: MEXICO



Even though Mexico’s plus-size market is more
developed than other Latin American countries,
there still remains a lot of prejudice regarding
overweight people, especially in the fashion
market. As in the rest of the world, women have
grown tired of imposed standards and a lack of
representation of woman with different body
types and have started to take the matter into
their own hands.

Created by Arhe Molina, plus-size blog Yo
Curvilínea was born after a
#CuidadoConLasCurvas Facebook post went
viral. Her blog is a space to share her self-
excepting experiences and to help others learn to
be comfortable in their own skin.

Montserrat Arcos from Curvas Felices is also an
advocate for the body-positive movement. Her
blog focuses on the message that being
overweight doesn’t necessarily mean being
unhealthy, and that it’s essential to learn how to
love every inch of your body. The journalist writes
mainly about how to overcome bullying and low
self-esteem as a plus-size woman.

Yo Curvilinea

Espacio Curvy

INFLUENCERS: MEXICO

Curvas Felices
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